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Digital Geologic Data is the Future 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGGS is mandated to release data to facilitate responsible development of Alaska’s natural resources and mitigate natural hazard risks.Releasing digital data has recently become much more popular at DGGS, particularly datasets built from maps and compiled datasets. We published nearly twice as many bodies of work in 2011 than in the previous year, and the spike is mostly digital releases. We are still formatting and releasing maps as paper, too.Our current technical focus is on making web mapping applications to allow for interactive access to a few of our larger or more popular datasets. We would also like to make web mapping services (WMS) and web feature services (WFS) available for all of the data we're publishing digitally.Our short-term goal is to make it easy for the public to find our digital data. Our long-term goal is to compile the geology of the state and make it available to the public through a “Clip, Zip, Ship” application. To this end, we are adopting the USGS’s NGCMP09 standards as best we can to facilitate a geologic compilation of the state. Without standardization, we are a “one-legged duck in a pond.” We still have far to go to meet our long-term goal, both in terms of geologic data and the application that would serve the data, but we learn new things every day.



Available Tools 
 
Open Source Software - overwhelming choice 

•  Open standards facilitate data interoperability 
• People share code back to the community
•  No vendor lock-in 
•  Lower maintenance cost allows for more staff funding 
•  Data maintenance and outreach are manual 

 
Commercial Software - ESRI’s ArcGIS Server 

•  Users are already familiar with ESRI software 
•  Easy to implement
• Facilitates interconnected data
•  Specific system and data requirements to meet 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is not meant to pit ESRI products against Open Source software. There are practical reasons for choosing one over the other, or for combining them into a product that works for your project.Very generally, listed on the slide are a few of the differences between Open Source and ArcGIS Server.Open Source is really a broad category of software and languages that are available in source code form and are developed by the community. Within the category of Open Source there are many ways to develop a particular application. I’ll show you two methods in this talk. Open Source is everywhere, and even the commercial software that we use contain bits of Open Source code. Programmers like Open Source because it’s easy to create custom functionality, add on future development, and it typically results in better products.ArcGIS Desktop and Server are commercial software specialized to work with and serve GIS data. They work together with the rest of ESRI’s suite of software to enhance interoperability, functionality, and dissemination of spatial data. One of the main advantages of ArcGIS Server is you don’t have to be a programmer to use it. ESRI has created a few easier methods to facilitate data delivery like ArcGIS Online, template applications straight from ArcGIS Server, and map services. That said, you can also use ArcGIS Server to build advanced applications.



Factors that drive what tools to use 
 

 

 

Project Parameters 

Available Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you decide what tools are the best for your project?I’ve broken things down into two categories, Available Resources and Project Parameters.Of course, it all comes down to money in the end, but there are other factors to consider, such as staffing, what kind of IT infrastructure you have (or don’t have), complexity of the application you want to build, the amount of data you need to serve, and the native format of the data.



Can we build it? 
Yes, we can! 
(Uh, I think so…) 
 
 
Who has the expertise to build it

  and maintain it? 
 
 
 
Will your IT infrastructure support it?

  Is it sustainable? 
 
   
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When DGGS received funding for the first web mapping application, we didn’t know which development road would be best to go down. At that time, we didn’t have anyone at DGGS with the experience necessary to build something. We did have a project manager, dedicated systems administrator, database programmer, and eventually a GIS analyst. We were unsuccessful in hiring a local programmer. Fortunately, the University of Alaska Fairbanks, Geographic Information Network of Alaska (GINA) was able to help us with the project, but their help came with a caveat…they don’t work with ESRI products.At the time, we were interested in an Open Source application, because on the IT side, as a Unix shop, we weren’t convinced that ArcGIS Server would work successfully on our system. Since then we have successfully implemented ArcGIS Server, but version 10.1 will likely work better for us since it runs natively in Unix. Our system administrator’s main goals are maintaining security and creating an optimized system to serve web maps and a picture database online. Our main limiting factor is bandwidth – we have a 6 megabit connection to the internet and we sustain constant 3 megabit usage with spikes when users are pulling down a lot of data. Consequently, we need to be careful about traffic and do a lot of caching to limit database reads.



Geologic Map Index of Alaska - beta 
 

 
Connects via ActiveRecord 
(maps relational data to objects 
in programming) 
 

 
Sends out JSON feed to browser 
(standardized data exchange 
language) 
 
Open Layers 2.11; Ext JS 4.1 
(Extended JavaScript library) 
(user interface toolkits for web 
applications) 

 
 

Server 
[Oracle] 

Ruby on 
Rails 3.1 

Client [Web 
Browser] 

http://www.dggs.alaska.gov/mapindex/
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Presentation Notes
Here’s a basic outline of our first web mapping application…(see slide)This application will eventually hold the outlines of all geologic-related maps in Alaska. The application will be used to find relevant publications with maps and to provide information to government administrators regarding the state of baseline geologic knowledge in Alaska. Currently, the application only contains publications with maps related to geologic hazards.Some features of the application are:The application starts off blank. Data are transferred to the client when the user conducts a search.Users can customize queries through the basic search bar at top or in the “More Options” pull out.Custom tools interface with data on map and results at the bottom.Area of interest (AOI) tool – tool narrows the spatial search down to just those records that intersect the user-selected areaIdentification tool – once some records have been returned, this tool allows the user to click on a polygon to get more informationSelection tool - once some records have been returned, this tool allows the user to select multiple records from the results or the map to narrow the search further

http://www.dggs.alaska.gov/mapindex/�


Factors that drive what tools to use 
 

 

 

Project Parameters 

Available Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re going to look at how project parameters can influence which software you use and how you implement that software



Flexibility is inversely 
proportional to 
Ease of Development 

 
Simple application, minimal to no programmer time,
probably easier using ArcGIS Server solution 
 
Complicated application, extensive programmer time, 
probably easier using Open Source solution 
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Presentation Notes
As a general rule, simple applications are probably easier to develop with ArcGIS Server, and more complicated applications are probably easier to develop with Open Source software/programming. There are simply more tools and options available when a programmer builds an application from scratch. As our programmer put it, “You laugh, but I can have this application make coffee, if you want it.”



Alaska Geologic Data Index - beta 
 

 
Connects via Hibernate 
(maps relational data to objects 
in programming) 
 

 
Sends out JSON feed to browser 
(standardized data exchange 
language) 
 
Open Layers 2.11; jQuery UI 1.6 
(user interface toolkits for web 
applications) 

 
 

Server 
[Oracle] 

Java 

Client [Web 
Browser] 

http://www.dggs.alaska.gov/agdi/
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Our programmer was talking about the Alaska Geologic Data Index (AGDI), an application that allows users edit capability and access to an index of unpublished geologic data from all over Alaska. The database contains over 16,000 records. The AGDI application is similar to the Geologic Map Index of Alaska application but is more complicated.Some of the additional features it includes are:Online record adding and editingAccess/privilege managerData upload tool for internal DGGS use

http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/�
http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/agdi/�


Optimize data transfer to cut 
back on server hits and speed 
up user data requests 

Server side 
• Manages access to data 
• Transforms data to make 

interpretable for client 
• Indexes data 

 
 

Client side 
• Acts as front end to 

server 
• Renders the data 
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Presentation Notes
Another factor that can influence how to structure an application is the sheer amount of data you need to serve. In general, most of the heavy lifting of the data happens on the server side, while the client side manages the users’ experience.In this final example, the dataset behind the application only has about 60 records. Because there is very little data to transfer, we load all of the data to the client upfront. The indexing happens on the client side, too. This methodology cuts down the number of requests to the server and increases the speed of user queries.



Alaska Airborne Geophysical Data - beta 
 

 
Processes data and outputs 
services 
 
 
 

 
Interface standard 
 
 
Pulled down using JavaScript; 
displayed to user with Open 
Layers 2.11; jQuery UI 1.6 
(user interface toolkits for web 
applications) 

 
 

Server [ArcGIS 
Server] 

WFS/WMS 

Client [Web 
Browser] 

http://www.dggs.alaska.gov/gp/
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The Alaska Airborne Geophysical Data interface provides easy searching to access DGGS’s geophysical datasets.The application uses both ESRI software and Open Source code. ArcGIS Server outputs the WFS and WMS services, which are then pulled down to the client using JavaScript.We are using JavaScript for the user interface (UI) because it’s more future-proof than Adobe Flex or MS Silverlight APIs. HTML5 open standards will be replacing Adobe Flash (Flex API), and Microsoft Windows 8 will likely be depreciating the Silverlight API in 2013.

http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/�
http://maps.dggs.alaska.gov/gp/�


As Yet Unanswered Questions 
 
• When we start getting a lot of traffic, how will they perform? 
• Is ArcGIS Server best tool for web maps? 
• Do we need to switch to one type (philosophy of 

minimization)? 
 

• Will serving out geodatabase data internally be successful? 
• Haven't done Arc multiuser geodatabase yet… 
• Implications for GIS storage in Oracle vs. an Arc geodatabase 
• Move away from Oracle? 
• Would Arc costs be feasible if State pulls funding? 
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Presentation Notes
All of these web maps are still in beta for various reasons. We’ll be very interested to see how they perform in the real world, and those results may drive how we construct applications like these in the future.Because much of this technology is new to our processes, it is impacting decisions we are making about in-house data management. For example, nearly all of our GIS data is Arc format. At this point, does it really make sense to convert all that data to Oracle Spatial when we can serve it up internally and externally through ArcGIS Server? This is an example of how the native format of the data can influence not only how an application is constructed but also how your entire business process is modeled.



No magic bullet 
 
Do what’s easier to get done… 

Hire a programmer. Give them a 
dark room and lots of caffeine. 

Photo by DGGS staff 
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One thing is certain, there is no magic bullet. There are many valid methodologies available to make web mapping applications. The best you can do is to develop for the resources and project needs that you have at the time, all while keeping an eye on future developments in the programming world and the evolution of your business processes. Our philosophy is to take the path of least resistance like this herd of reindeer travelling on the road and hope that we don’t have to do a lot of reengineering before the natural lifespans of these applications are over. We feel privileged to have been able to explore all of these options. If you want to get involved in serving web maps, we recommend you hire a programmer. I’m told they like a dark room to work in, well stocked with Mountain Dew. Also, the guys suggested, “Please don’t make them wear a tie!”
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